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                Apps

                Select online apps from the list at the right. You'll find everything you need to conduct business with us.
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                    What we do
                

            
                            Let us take the stress out of running your business

            
                                

        
                                    
									
            
                            Bookkeeping

                        
            Bookkeeping is the least enjoyable part of running your business. Let us take it off your hands.


            
                            
        Learn more about bookkeeping.
    
                    

    


												
            
                            Advice

                        
            Finances can be confusing and stressful. We build an authentic, personal relationship that enables us to go beyond just the transactions.


            
                            
        Learn more about advice.
    
                    

    


												
            
                            Payroll

                        
            Feeling the pain of dealing with complex payroll? Let us relieve you of the burden.


            
                            
        Learn more about payroll.
    
                    

    


												
            
                            Tax

                        
            Keep more of your hard-earned money with sound, strategic tax support.


            
                            
        Learn more about tax.
    
                    

    


						


                        




    
    
                    
                    
                            Spectrum Accounting -
We can help your small business

            
                                

        
                                    
									
			

		
	
	





		


						

                        




    
    
                    
                                    
                    WHO WE SERVE
                

            
                            Life's better when people understand your needs

            
                                

        
                                    
									
            
                            
                                        Service-based Businesses
                

            
            We make outgoing payments on time and seamlessly manage your cash flow.


            
                                                

    


												
            
                            
                                        Attorneys
                

            
            You can trust our team to support all your unique accounting and tax needs.


            
                                                

    


												
            
                            
                                        Healthcare
                

            
            Stay financially healthy with expert, strategic guidance.


            
                                                

    


												
            
                            
                                        People
                

            
            We'll take the stress out of your taxes.
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                        Why your small business should invest in technology

                                                    See how the right technology can have a big impact on your small business.

                                                Download the eBook about Why your small business should invest in technology
                    

                

            

        

    

    
    
        
        
                            Advantage

                                        Your personal
finance edge
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                        From the firm: Financial wellness for the modern business

                                                    Focus on the wellness of your business, body and mind.

                                                
                            Read more about From the firm: Financial wellness for the modern business> ➞
                        
                    

                                    
                        Debt management for business owners

                                                    Learn what you need to know to manage your business debt effectively.

                                                
                            Read more about Debt management for business owners> ➞
                        
                    

                                    
                        The why for AI

                                                    We take a look at why you should know about AI for your business.

                                                
                            Read more about The why for AI> ➞
                        
                    

                                
                    More articles from this issue
                
            

        

    



    
    
      
        QuickReads

        Let's talk business
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        12 ways to incorporate the human touch in AI

        
                
                Use these strategies to keep the human touch with AI by balancing the technology with the personalized, human-centric approaches that only you and you...

            

    Read more about 12 ways to incorporate the human touch in AI ➞
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        A small business guide to surviving supply chain disruptions

        
                
                With the right strategies, your small business can survive a supply chain disruption and emerge stronger than ever. Here are 10 tips to help.

            

    Read more about A small business guide to surviving supply chain disruptions ➞
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        How to feed a diverse group of eaters at holiday get-togethers

        
                
                Curate a menu to help all your guests have a joyful and satisfying holiday feast, no matter their dietary preferences or restrictions.

            

    Read more about How to feed a diverse group of eaters at holiday get-togethers ➞
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              Contact Us


              
                                                                  
                                                              Springfield Office

                                                                                            
                                    4650 South National Ave, Suite B3

                                    Springfield, MO                                    65810
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